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to a rocky moon - lunar and planetary institute - to a rocky moon a geologist's history oflunar exploration
don e. wilhelms the university of arizona press tucson & london. ... other geologists, petrologists, geochemists,
and geophysicists as the time for the ... to a rocky moon. a ... 7 the glory days - lunar and planetary
institute - the glory days i966 the turning point (december 1965-january 1966) ... 126 to a rocky moon
february 1963, but these failed to reach, or reached and failed to leave, earth orbit. the soviets considered the
launch of luna 4 in april 1963 a partial ... many early moon geologists - though not gilbert or shoemakerthought of the moon as a little ... observing and understanding the moon geology and history ... - the
moon is earth’s closest companion in space. the moon is a cold, rocky body 3,476 km across and can easily fit
between vancouver and ottawa. though well studied, to many people, earth’s rocky ‘sibling’ represents an
unknown entity. this brochure will introduce you to the genesis of the moon and to lunar geology. how did
our moon form meet a lunar geologist - moon from cultures around the world for children ages 9 to 12.
apollo: the epic journey to the moon. david reynolds, 2002, harcourt, isbn: 0151009643. a captivating history
of the people and events leading up to, and involved in, the apollo lunar exploration missions. young adults
and adults will enjoy this well-illustrated adventure. a man on the moon: the voyages of the apollo
astronauts pdf - i.e. family members, flight controllers, geologists, managers and administrators.if you want
a good summary of project apollo, i'd recommend four books:"to a rocky moon: a geologist's history of lunar
exploration" - by don wilhems. this is the science side of the story, and quite fascinating!"apollo" - by charles
murray and catherine bly cox. planetary geology - astro.ufl - planetary geology •geology is the science that
deal with earth’s physical structure, it history and processes that act on it. •an extension of this science is
planetary geology, the extension of the study to other solid bodies in the solar system yellowstone geologic
history - montana state university - an overview of yellowstone geologic history introduction yellowstone
national park —the nation's first national park, established in 1872—occupies 2.2 million acres in northwestern
wyoming and southwestern montana. located along the continental divide within the middle rocky mountains,
yellowstone is on a high plateau the moon - spudis lunar resources - moon and its history. for example, in
the oceanus procellarum, a huge depression in the western part of the moon’s near side, the astronauts of
apollo 12and apollo 14found anomalous basaltic rocks that were rich in trace elements col-lectively known as
kreep (“k” for po-tassium, “ree” for rare-earth elements and “p” for phosphorus). a timeline for planet
formation - space math at nasa - rocky planet era? answer: on the timeline the difference is 100 million –
51 million = 49 million years. problem 5 – if 80 objects the size of the moon collided to form earth during the
time period in problem 4, about how many years elapsed between these impact events? mercury and the
moon are battered worlds densely 9.0 ... - understanding of the history of our planet's surface and the
processes that shaped it. studying the geology of other planets is much more challenging. the moon is the only
alien world from which we've collected rocks, some gathered by the apollo astronauts and others by russian
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